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 Recently, many social media users expressed their conditions, ideas, emotions 
using local languages on social media, for example via tweets or status. Due 

to the large number of texts, sentiment analysis is used to identify opinions, 
ideas, or thoughts from social media. Sentiment analysis research has also been 
widely applied to local languages. Karonese is one of the largest local 
languages in North Sumatera, Indonesia. Karo society actively use the 

language in expression on twitter. This study proposes two things: Karonese 
tweet dataset for classification and analysis of sentiment on Karonese. Several 
machine learning algorithms are implemented in this research, that is Logistic 
regression, Naive bayes, K-nearest neighbor, and Support Vector Machine 

(SVM). Karonese tweets is obtained from timeline twitter based on several 
keywords and hashtags. Transcribers from ethnic figures helped annotating the 

Karo tweets into three classes: positive, negative, and neutral. To get the best 
model, several scenarios were run based on various compositions of training 

data and test data. The SVM algorithm has highest accuracy, precision, recall, 
and F-1 scores than others. As the research is a preliminary research of 
sentiment analysis on Karonese language, there are many feature works to 
improvement. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

The industrial revolution 4.0 and the increasing number of social media users have fundamentally 
changed the way people express opinions and share information [1]. The rapid growth and popularity of social 
media networks is linear with the number of diverse social media users and an abundance of user -generated 

content. The diversity of social media users affects the language used on social media, for example one of the 
social media active user habits is using their local language or national language in expressing a status, tell 
stories or vent emotion than using English as international language. It is because they feel more comfortable 
and easier to understand for the user's circle of friends. Thus, the abundance of text data from social media is 
an opportunity to identify and determine opinions and perspectives from content so as to increase the value of 
various fields, such as economics, social, politics, business and others in a particular language user. 

Twitter is the top five most popular social media platforms [2, 3] where in a minute there are many tweets 
are shared and read many people. Tweets could contain valuable data that represented some people situation. 
Recently, Twitter has become a place to share opinions, ideas, emotions, or perspectives on an event and so 
on. Twitter accommodates tweets in various languages on alphabetic. In other words, expression on Twitter is 
not only in English, but in local or other national languages. As a result, there are tons of tweets in multiple 
languages being shared every minute. 

entiment analysis is a research area to overview people’s attitudes, emotions, and opinions from text, by 

involves a combination of text mining and natural language processing [6]. Nowadays, sentiment analysis does 
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not only analyzes English text, but  it has been implemented in many local languages, such as Javanese [7], 
Sundanese [8], Minangkabau [9], Tamil [2], Malayalam [10], and Afaan Oromoo [1]  or nationality languages 
such as Arab [6], Indonesia [4] , Chinese [11], Turkish [12], Azerbaijani [5]. Sentiment analysis is commonly 
used to identify the positive and negative or neutral feelings within text of a language on social media. 
Application of sentiment analysis to transform the abundance of information in the form of text and active 
users on social media into actionable insights.  

Karo is one of the largest tribes in North Sumatra in Indonesia [13]. The Karo language or the Karo Batak 
language belongs to the Austronesian language family used by the Karo society [14]. The Karo people use 
Karonese as a communication tool to convey ideas, thoughts, intentions, and goals. They also use Karonese to 
communicate or express on social media, such as posting a status, tell stories or vent emotion. There is a lot of 
Karonese text data on social media. This is an opportunity for research in the sentiment analysis field. Besides, 
this is also a challenge, considering that until now there has been no research on sentiment analysis for the 

Karonese, so the availability of data and previous work is limitation. 
There are two fundamental approaches to solve sentiment analysis on local or non-English language, 

these are dictionary-based, machine learning and hybrid [15]. Dictionary-based sentiment analysis uses a 
dictionary of words that are labeled by scoring. Machine learning approach generally uses a text classification 
algorithm to identify the pattern on text. Hybrid method is combining both approaches. However, sentiment 
analysis on local or non-English languages has a bigger challenge than English [9, 16]. There are several 

reasons for this, firstly, supply English text data is more wealthy than other text data  [2, 16], second, data 
preparation of English text is clearly [6, 11], such as library  stemming, lemmatization, and Stop-word removal. 
Third, limited data training (text and label) to analyze sentiment using machine learning approach and the effort 
and cost of dictionary approach is very large for non-english text [16].  

Machine learning approach is an option that is often used to analyze non-English sentiments (local or 
other nationality language). Machine learning is widely used for multilingual sentiment analysis. Study [12] 

analyzed sentiment in Turkish using four machine learning methods, Naïve Bayesian (NB), Random Forest 
(RF), Support Vector Machine (SVM) and K-Nearest Neighbor (K-NN). The best accuracy from his research 
was obtained by using K-NN.  Another research was conducted by [6], they conducted Arabic Language 
Sentiment Analysis on Health Services using many machine learning methods, the SVM algorithm was 
superior to other algorithms in their experiments. Another study analyzed Azerbaijani tweets using Logistic 
Regression, Naive Bayes and SVM [5]. In the research, the combination of TF-IDF and SVM outperforms 

other methods and combinations.   
Machine learning approach has also been applied to analyze sentiment in local languages. Study by [8] 

analyzed sentiment Sundanese (local language from Indonesia) using combination Naïve bayes and Chi 
Squared Statistics.  Combination of Naïve bayes algorithm with tf-idf also has been implemented to analyze 
sentiment on Malayalam (South India language) tweets [17] . Further research is still from the south Asia, a 
study by [18] compared several machine learning algorithms to analyze sentiment Tamil text (etnic from south 

Asia). SVM algorithm outperform to other algorithms in the case. The next sentiment analysis for local 
language comes from the country of Ethiopia, Afaan Oromo language was analyzed using Naïve bayes with 
tf-df [19]. Based on several of these studies, the machine learning approach is more familiar to be applied for 
preliminary research on sentiment analysis on local or non-English languages. 

This research proposes two things: Karonese tweets dataset for sentiment analysis and implemented using 
machine learning. The proposed work explains sentiment analysis of Karonese tweets, which have been 

classified into positive, negative, or neutral using different machine learning algorithms like NB, SVM, K-NN 
and Logistic regression (LR). The rest of the paper is organized as, section 2 describes about the research 
methods and briefs dataset, preprocessing and machine learning model used for performing experiment. The 
experiment and results are discussed in section 3. Conclusion and feature work present in section 4. 
 
 

2. RESEARCH METHOD 

Figure 1 shows the research flowchart of this paper. Research consists of several important stages. 
The process begins with retrieving the Karonese tweets. The next stage is text pre-processing, this process will 
adjust to recent preprocessing techniques. To complete the training data for sentiment analysis, each tweet will 
be labeled with a class positive, negative, or neutral. The annoted process is assisted by ethical group figures. 
The next process is to classify Karonese tweets using a machine learning algorithm. The last process of this 
research is to evaluate the performance of each algorithm. 
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Figure 1. Researh flowchart 

 

2.1. Dataset 

Karonese text was crawled from timeline Twitter between 01/01/2021 to 31/10/2021 using the API 

and python programing. Karonese tweets contain ideas, opinions, or reviews. Karonese text crawling process 
was run twice. The first crawling process used several keywords related to the Karonese, such as “deleng 
sinabung, Sinabung mountain”, “mejuah-juah, greeting welcome”, “Gundaling”, and so on. However, 
insufficient number of tweets obtained using keywords. The second crawling process is based on several 
hashtags such as #kalakkaro, # #antonyginting, and #lyodra. There are at least three features that have been 
successfully crawled, that is tweets, number of likes and retweets. This research only used Karonese's tweets 

and comments. Meanwhile, other features and non-Karo language comments are not processed. The number 
of tweets that were successfully obtained was 780, the data snippet is shown in Table 1. Lastly, tweets stored 
on .csv format. 

 
Table 1. Example of dataset 

No Tweet like retweet 

1 Ija pa pe kam ringan gundari, kutotoken gelah kam 

sehat-sehat 

2 4 

2 Kai Lagu Karo popular gundari nake? 0 0 

3 rubati ras kam perban ndekahsa kam ciloak i pajak 

singa 

0 0 

4 Deleng Sinabung Meletus mulihi 3 10 

5 Abu deleng she ku gundaling 1 2 

 
 

2.2.  Pre-processing  

Text preprocessing plays an important role in analyzing tweets [20]. Text preprocessing aims to 
convert unstructured data into structured data using natural language processing (NLP) . The transformation 
process adapts to the needs of the mining process (sentiment analysis, summarization, document clustering, 

etc.). Concisely, preprocessing is converting text into index terms. The goal is to generate a set of index terms 
that can represent a document. There are many processes on recent NLP [21], such as tokenization, Stop-word 
removal, symbolic removal, feature selection, negation N-gram, POS tagging, noise removal, stemming, 
feature extraction, machine translation, lemmatization, and capitalization. However, However, not all NLP 
processes apply to certain languages. NLP requires a special stemmer algorithm for certain languages [22, 23], 
distinct stop-word removal library for each language, distinct lemmatization algorithm for a specific language 

[24] and other distincts.  
As preliminary research on Karonese sentiment analysis, of course there are many limitations to text 

processing techniques. Among the text preprocessing techniques that have not been applied are Stemming, 
Stop-word removal and lemmatization. The text preprocessing techniques applied in this work, casefolding, 
symbolic removal, tokenization, and feature extraction. Table 2 is an example of Karonese text preprocessing 
input and output. The next stage of text processing is feature extraction (explain in subsection 2.4) . 
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Table 2. I/O text preprocessing 
Input text Text processing techniques Output 

Kai Lagu Karo popular gundari 

nake? 

Case folding kai lagu Karo popular gundari nake? 

kai lagu Karo popular gundari 

nake? 

Symbolic removal kai lagu karo popular gundari nake 

kai lagu Karo popular gundari 

nake 

Tokenization “kai”, “lagu”, “karo”, “popular”, 

“gundari”, “ nake” 

 
 
2.3. Labelling Dataset 

Due to limited resources, several researchers complement their own non-English language data set by 
manually labeling. Study by [25] build labeled Afaan Oromo language dataset by manually annotating 1810 
sentences taken from Ethiopian governmental broad casting cooperation, Oromia broad casting network (OBN) 

twitter page. In other studies, a paper by [26] also build labeled dataset by manually annotating Bambara 
sentences. The sentences obtained from Malian Facebook users. The other datasets are Punjabi news articles 
[27], Indonesian review from KitaReview website [28], comments/reviews from Vietnamese commercial web 
pages and was annotated by three human annotators, Jordanian dialect tweets [3] and and other languages.  

To complete the Karonese dataset, sentences will also be manually labeled. The tweet labeling process 
aims to identify tweet into positive, negative, or neutral classes. This process is assisted by four expert 

transcribers from ethinc figure. Each transcriber labels the same tweets, so that a tweet gets four labels from 
the transcript, a positive, negative, or neutral label. To determine the final label of a sentence, the plurality 
method is used [29]. Plurality method is only chosen first place votes (most votes win = plurality candidate). 

More formally, let there be n transcribers 𝑇 = {𝑇1,𝑇2 , 𝑇3 . . . 𝑇𝑛  },  k sentences 𝑆 = {𝑆1, 𝑆2 ,𝑆3 . . . 𝑆𝑘  }, and m C 
={𝐶1 ,𝐶2, 𝐶3. . . 𝐶𝑛 } candidate class. Each transcriber 𝑇𝑖 label 𝑆𝑖 into C according to his or her preferences, 

creating a preference class Ω, where Ω is the set of all possible preference class.  𝑆𝑖 is class 𝐶1, if 
|𝐶1 | |𝐶2 | |𝐶3 |. . . |𝐶𝑛| from Ω𝑖. Finaly, we have 209, 311 and 260 for positive, negative, and neutral class 
(Figure 2.).  

 

 
Figure 2. Composition of class 

 
2.4. Feature Extraction 

The high dimension of the feature space is the major issue in text classification. Many of these features 
aren't appropriate or effective for text classification. The classification accuracy can be severely harmed by 

certain noise features. Furthermore, many features can stutter the classification process or even render some 
classifiers ineffective. Consequently, text classification applies feature selection to reduce the size of the feature 
field and improve the efficiency and accuracy of classifiers. To examine preprocessed data, it should be 
translated to features. In this investigation, we used TF-IDF to extract the feature. 

The TF-IDF (Term frequency-inverse document frequency) technique is a text processing technique 
that is used to analyze the most essential terms in a document [30]. The TF-IDF score is formed by two 

methods: TF (term frequency) and Idf (invers document frequency). TF-IDF can be calculated using equation 
(1). 
 

𝑤(𝑖, 𝑗) = 𝑇𝐹𝑖,𝑗 . 𝑙𝑜𝑔
𝑁

𝑑𝑓𝑖
   

  
(1) 

 

Where 𝑇𝐹𝑖,𝑗  is number occurance term 𝑖 on 𝑗, 𝑑𝑓𝑖 represent number of documents containing term 𝑖 
and N is total number of documents. 
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2.5. Machine Learning  

The next process is to build a sentiment analysis model using machine learning methods. There are 

four different machine learning (ML) methods, namely Logistic regression (LR), Naïve Bayesian (NB), and 
Support vector Machine (SVM) used in this research. Each algorithm will be tested independently with various 
scenarios.  
 

a. Logistic Regression (LR) 
Logistic regression is another powerful supervised ML algorithm used for classification problems 

especially target is categorical [31]. The idea of logistic regression is a linear regression for classification 
problems. A logistic function (equation 2) is used to predict a binary output variable in logistic regression  [5]. 
The main distinction between linear and logistic regression is that the range of logistic regression is limited to 
0 and 1. Furthermore, logistic regression does not require a linear relationship between input and output 
variables, unlike linear regression. 

LR is a parametric form for the distribution P(Y|X) where Y is a discrete value and 𝑋 =
{𝑥1,𝑥2 , 𝑥3 . . . , 𝑥𝑛  } is a vector containing discrete [32]. Let Y = {-1,0,1}, the parametric model of LR can be 
written as equation (2). The predictions will be categorized as class 0 if the probability is larger than 0.5. Class 
1 will be assigned if this does not result.  

 

𝐿𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (𝑌) =  
1

1 + 𝑒−𝑥 

 

 
(2) 

 
b. Naïve Bayes (NB) 

The Naive Bayes algorithm is an algorithm for classifying data into the most appropriate category by 

determining the highest probability value [8]. When applied to big databases, the Nave Bayes classifier has 
great accuracy and speed. The Nave Bayes method is based on Thomas Bayes's theorem, which was established 
in the 18th century. The formula shows on equation (3). 
 

𝑃(𝐻|𝑋) =  
𝑃(𝑋|𝐻)𝑃(𝐻)

𝑃(𝑋)
 

 

 
(3) 

 
The probability of hypothesis X based on the condition of H is known as likelihoo  (P (X | H).  

Meanwhile, P P (H) and P (X) represent the likelihood of texting data with an unknown class and the chance 

of texting data with a given class, respectively. The Naive Bayes theorem adjusts to numerous conditions in 
text classification applications. Let, j is text categories (Cj), each X contains word (𝑤𝑖) and assume that each 
word in category is independent, so the Naïve Bayes calculation can be simplified further as equation (4)  

  

𝑃(𝑋|𝐶𝑗) = ∏ 𝑃(𝑤𝑖|𝐶𝑗)

𝑛

𝑖=1

 

 

(4) 

 

Meanwhile, to determine the class of a tweet, it is obtained from the maximum result value 𝑃(𝑤𝑖|𝐶𝑗) 

(probaliblitas word i on class j) and probalibilitas class j (𝑃(𝐶𝑗)) in equation (5). Then Naïve bayes algorithm 

shown on Figure 
 

𝐶𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡 𝑗 = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑃(𝐶𝑗).∏ 𝑃(𝑤𝑖|𝐶𝑗)

𝑛

𝑖=1

 

 

(5) 

 
Naïve Bayes Algorithm  

1. Prepare a dataset  

2. Count the number of classes in the training  

3. Count the same number of cases with the same class  
4. Multiply all results according to the testing data that the class will look for  
5. Compare outcomes per class with the highest value being assigned to the 

most recent class 

Figure 3. Naive bayes algorithm 
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c. Support Vector Machine (SVM) 

SVM Algorithm  

Input: 

         𝑁𝑖𝑛(The number of input vector) 

         𝑁𝑠𝑣(The number of support vector) 
         𝑁𝑓𝑡(The number of features in support vector) 

         𝑆𝑉[𝑁𝑠𝑣] (Support vector array) 

         𝐼𝑁[𝑁𝑖𝑛] (Input vector array) 
         𝑏 ∗ (bias) 
Output: 

         F (decision function output)  

𝒇𝒐𝒓 𝑖 ← 1 𝒕𝒐 𝑁𝑖𝑛  𝒃𝒚 1 𝒅𝒐  
       F = 0 
        𝒇𝒐𝒓 𝑗 ← 1 𝒕𝒐 𝑁𝑠𝑣  𝒃𝒚 1 𝒅𝒐  
              dist = 0 

              𝒇𝒐𝒓 𝑘 ← 1 𝒕𝒐 𝑁𝑓𝑡 𝒃𝒚 1 𝒅𝒐 

                     dist += (𝑆𝑉[𝑗]. 𝑓𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒[𝑘] − 𝐼𝑁[𝑖]. 𝑓𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒[𝑘])2 
              end 

              𝑘 = exp (−𝛾 × 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡) 
              𝐹+= 𝑆𝑉[𝑗]. 𝑎 ∗ × 𝑘 
      end 

      𝐹 = 𝐹 + 𝑏 ∗) 
end 

Figure 4. SVM algorithm 

Support Vector Machines (SVM) is a machine learning algorithm that is capable of dealing with 
multiple variables and classes [33]. SVM are learning methods that use the generalization theory to efficiently 
train linear learning machines in kernel-induced feature spaces [34]. Due to the Karush–Kuhn–Tucker criteria, 

SVM generate a sparse dual representation of the built hypothesis, resulting in efficient learning algorithms 
that can be solved using an optimization method. Furthermore, the issue is convex, and the solution converges 
to a global optimum value. These characteristics distinguish SVM from other pattern recognit ion approaches 
like neural networks and the Decision Tree Algorithm. The SV learning machine's goal is to determine f (x,α), 
which α corresponds to the weights and biases in order to map the underlying link between input drivers and 
output responses. The SVM algorithm trains machines by minimizing an upper bound on the generalization 

error. Traditional learning techniques such as neural networks minimize training error on training data, whereas 
the SVM algorithm trains machines by minimizing an upper bound on the generalization error.  As a result, 
rather than minimizing the empirical risk, SVM learning focuses on decreasing the structural risk. In other 
words, SVMs try to reduce the chance of misclassifying test data that isn't visible to the model and is taken at 
random from a known but unknown probability distribution. Figure 4 shows the fundamental SVM method. 

 

d. K-nearest neighbor  
K-Nearest Neighbor (K-NN) algorithm is a populer supervised algorithm that uses distance function 

to classify data [35], the algorithm shown on Figure 5. Similarity methods play important rule in this algorithm. 
The basic idea behind the technique is to calculate object similarity and arrange them into the highest similarity 
class. Finding the K group of items in the training data that are closest (similar) to the object in new data or 
data testing is the ultimate state of K-NN. The Euclidean distance is the most famous distance function used in 

data analysis.  
 

K-NN Algorithm  

Input: 

         Training sample 𝐷, test sample 𝑑, 𝐾 
Output: 

         Class label of test sample  

1. Compute the distance between 𝑑 and every sample in 𝐷 
2. Choose the 𝐾 samples in 𝐷 that are nearest to 𝑑; denote the set by 𝑃 (∈ 𝐷) 

3. Assign 𝑑 the class that is the most frequent class (or the majority class) 

Figure 5. K-NN algorithm 
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2.6. Evaluation 

Lastly, Output of text classification is a classification model. The model will be tested against train 

data and data testing and evaluated using several parameters. As evaluation metrics: accuracy, precision, recall, 
and F1-scores are calculated from the confusion matrix (Table 3). 

 
Table 3. Confusion matrix 

  Predict 

  Positive Negative 

Actual 

Positive  True positive 

(TP) 

False negative (FN) 

Negative False positive 

(FP) 

True Negative (TN) 

 
The ratio of successfully predicted positive observations to total predicted positive observations is 

known as precision (P) [35]. The formula shown in the equation (6). 
 

𝑃 =  
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃
 . 100% 

 
(6) 

 

 
The ratio of precisely predicted positive observations to the total number of relevant samples is known 

as recall (R) [35]. The formula to calculated shown in the equation (7). 
 

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙(𝑅) =  
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
 . 100% 

 
(7) 

 
F1 score, which is shown in equation (8), is the weighted average of Precision and Recall and a method 

used to measure the performance of the model. 
 

𝐹1 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = 
2𝑃𝑅

𝑃 + 𝑅
 . 100% 

 
(8) 

 
The percentage of correctly classified instances is called accuracy, which is shown in equation (9). 

The most intuitive performance metric is accuracy, which is just the ratio of properly predicted observations to 
all observations. 

 

𝐴𝑐𝑐 =  
𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
 . 100% 

 
(9) 

 
 
 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

In this section, the results of research were explained and at the same time is given the comprehensive 

discussion. Each machine learning algorithm was ran using various compositions of trining data and data as 
experimental scenarios (Table 4.). The composition of the data is obtained based on recent sentiment analysis 
research [8, 11, 35] . In addition, this section will also compare the performances between algorithms. 

 
Table 4. Experimental scenarios 

Scenario 
Data composition 

(training : testing) 

I 80:20 

II 60:40 

III 50:50 

IV 40:60 
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3.1. Karonese tweet sentiment analysis using LR algorithm with TF-IDF 

The first experiment uses the Logistic regression approach with TF-IDF to analyze sentiment on 
Karonese. There were four situations run tested: I, II, III, and IV (Table 4). Until this journal is published, no 
one has completed a sentiment analysis on Karonese using Logistic Regression with TF IDF using any data. 
Table 5 displays the results of each test. In comparison to other models, the scenario III model had the highest 
accuracy, precision, recall, and f-1 scores, as shown in the table. In general, the model from scenario III 

performs better than 50% of the time. Obviously, this conclusion is unsatisfactory, but as a preliminary 
sentiment analysis study on Karonese, it can be used to propose a new idea or improve an existing one.    

 
Table 5. Performance of logistic regression algorithm with TF-IDF 

Scenario 

experiment 

Accuracy Precision Recall F-1 score 

I 44.8 44.7 45.2 44.9 

II 49.5 50.2 51.4 50.8 

III 51.9 54.6 52.2 53.4 

IV 41 41.8 38.7 40.2 

 
The drawbacks of Logistic Regression are demonstrated in this study. With high-dimensional datasets, 

logistic regression techniques have significant issues [5, 31]. There are 2104 features in this investigation 
dataset. Due to the obvious large dimension of the Karonese dataset, we suspect that the logistic regression 
model's performance is not optimal, if not poor. This fortifies the assertion [31] that Logistic Regression should 

not be employed if the number of observations is smaller than the number of features. The difficulty in 
interpreting logistic regression models is another flaw. It's because the weights' meaning is multiplicative rather 
than additive. The usage of static weights is the second cause of the non-optimal logistic regression technique 
in this scenario. 
 
3.2. Karonese tweet sentiment analysis using NB algorithm with TF-IDF 

The second experiment is a sentiment analysis on Karonese using the Naïve Bayes algorithm with TF 
IDF. In this experiment, four test scenarios were ran, the same as the previous experiment. This algorithm has 
also never been implemented to analyze sentiment on Karonese. In other words, for the first time the Naïve 
Bayes algorithm is used to analyze sentiment on Karonese. The results of each test can be seen in Table 6. 
Based on the table, the best performance was obtained from the scenario I models, the best precision, recall 
and F-1 score were obtained from scenario I. Unfornutely, overall, of the performances of the Naïve Bayes 

model is below 50 percent in analyzing sentiment on Karonese. 
 

Table 6, Performance of Naive bayes algorithm 
Scenario 

experiment 
Accuracy Precision Recall F-1 score 

I 51 50.1 50.6 50.3 

II 33.5 27.4 39.5 32.4 

III 45 45.2 43.1 44.1 

IV 20.4 12.8 32.7 18.4 

 
Researchers analyze those words in Karo are interrelated features. For example, the word "jong, corn" 

does not describe any sentiment, but if it is paired with the word "macik, rotten", it will have a negative 
sentiment. We argue that these conditions make the Naïve Bayes algorithm weak in predicting dependent 
features and obtaining bad quality results. Our statement is also corroborated by previous research [8, 31, 4], 
which reveals that Naïve bayes is a bad choice algorithm to classify dependent features.  

In addition, The Nave Bayes algorithm also has big problems with sparse datasets [31]. Karonese 
dataset consists of 780 rows (number of tweets) and 2104 features (uniques term), so there are many features 
on tweets with a value of 0 (Table 7.). This study also confirms that Naïve Bayes has problems with data 
containing sparse vectors. Based on the sentiment results and characteristics of the Naïve Bayes algorithm, we 
argue that if the Naïve Bayes algorithm is forced to analyze the sparse dataset, the results of the performances 
are not optimal. 

 
Table 7. Illustration of sparse dataset on Karonese 

Tweet_id aku enggo man …  …  … jong macik 

1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

2 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 

3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
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3.3. Karonese tweet sentiment analysis using SVM algorithm with TF-IDF 

The next experiment is sentiment analysis on Karonese using the SVM with TF-IDF algorithm. The 

SVM algorithm has also never been used to analyze sentiment on Karonese.  This experiment also uses four 
scenarios. The parameters used are linear kernel functions and degree = 3. The experimental results can be 
seen in Table 8. The best accuracy, recall and F-1 scores were obtained from the scenario I model, while the 
best precision was obtained from the scenario II. The performance of the scenario I model is more stable than 
the other scenarios. This can be seen from the distribution of the value of performance parameters which is 
evenly distributed with performances above 50 percent. 

 
Table 8. Performance of SVM algorithm 

Scenario 

experiment 
Accuracy Precision Recall F-1 score 

I 57 57.3 56.4 56.8 

II 52.7 59.8 44.7 51.2 

III 37 29.1 40.8 34 

IV 20 12.8 30.1 18 

 

3.4. Karonese tweet sentiment analysis using K-NN algorithm with TF-IDF 

The last experiment is a sentiment analysis on Karonese using the K-NN with TF-IDF algorithm. The 
K-NN algorithm has also never been used to analyze sentiment on Karonese. This experiment also uses four 
scenarios, with number of K = 3 [35]. The experimental results can be seen in Table 9. The best performance 
was obtained from the scenario I model. The performance of the scenario I model is more stable than the other 
scenarios. This can be seen from the distribution of the value of performance parameters which is evenly 

distributed with performances above 50 percent. 
 

Table 9. Performance of K-NN algorithm 
Scenario 

experiment 
Accuracy Precision Recall F-1 score 

I 52 53.3 50.1 51.7 

II 40 41.5 39.8 40.6 

III 50.1 52.9 47 45.8 

IV 37 34 38 36 

 
3.5. Comparison analysis of algorithms 

This section presents a comparison of the four algorithms and discuss them. Each algorithm uses a 
different approach in obtaining the classification model. Logistic regression uses a predictive approach, Naïve 
Bayes algorithm uses a probability approach while SVM and K-NN uses a similarity approach between objects. 
The performance comparison of the four algorithms can be seen in Figure 6. In general, the performance 

between algorithms is not very significant, the algorithm performance is distributed around 50 percent. SVM's 
accuracy, precision and F-1 score algorithm are superior to other algorithms. While the best recall is obtained 
by the SVM, KNN and Logistic regression algorithms. The Naïve Bayes algorithm is a bad choice for analyzing 
sentiment on Karonese. Furthermore, we see that the performance gap of SVM versus KNN is the same as the 
performance gap of the SVM algorithm versus logistic regression. 
 

 
Figure 6. Comparison of machine learning algorithms 

The results of the sentiment analysis on Karonese are not quite satisfactory. As preliminary research 
on sentiment analysis for Karonese, we see that there are two important points that are not optimal. First, recent 
preprocessing techniques cannot be fully applied on Karonese text. There are many the existing techniques 
does not work well, such as steaming, lemmatization, stopword removal and soon. This is because there have 
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not been many studies that proposed preprocessing techniques on Karonese to solve it. The next process is that 
traditional machine learning is not capable of analyzing Karo language sentiment, so tweets are not well 
separated. This is reinforced by the results of the classification, there is no single algorithm with performances 
above 70 percent. 
 
3.6. Comparison analysis with other studies 

This sub section presents recent research on Karonese. The aim is to show the gap of existing Karonese 
research with this research. So far, Karonese's research still focuses on text preprocessing (Table 10), such as 
stemming, identifying morphology and phonology on Karonese and translating Karonese into English. 
Translation of Karonese text to English could be an alternative to provide good resources for good Karonese 
sentiment analysis. This research is a baseline to improve Karonese sentiment analysis results.  

 

Table 10. Recent Karonese research 
Related study  

object 

Topic research  Limitations for Karonese sentiment analysis 

[36] Karonese language 

text stemming 

algorithm based on 

grammar  

The research has provided a text preprocessing 

technique based on a document. However, the 

research does not present a dataset for KSA until 

testing on KSA 

[37] The translation of 

“Ngangkat Tulan-

Tulan” texts in  

Karonese society into 

English 

The process of translating Karonese text to English 

aims to provide KSA datasets. However, the process 

of karo language is not accommodated by machine 

translation and cultural vocabulary does not have the 

right equivalent. 

[38] Derivational 

morphology of 

Karonese ecolexicon 

Karonese is a unique morphology language. This study 

identifies Karonese morphology that is useful in 

Karonese text, but has not normalized every word 

[39] Phonological dialect 

differences of 

karonese language in 

Medan, north Sumatra  

Karonese has unique phonology. This work identifies 

Karonese phonology. The knowladge is useful for 

preprocessing Karonese text, but it doesn't normalize 

every word  

[40] Translating Textual 

Theme in Maba Belo 

Selambar Dialogue of 

Karonese Society into 

English 

The results of translated sentences can be used as a 

sentiment analysis dataset, but the class for the 

sentence is not yet available. 

 
Sentiment analysis has been widely applied on many non-English languages (local or other national 

languages). A different language is a novelty in sentiment analysis on non-English research [16] [21]. Karo 
language as a language object has never been used in sentiment analysis (Table 11). As a preliminary Karonese 

sentiment analysis using machine learning, Table 10 presents the basic machine learning algorithms for several 
non-English sentiment analysis. Based on the table, the SVM algorithm is often the choice as a sentiment 
analyzer for non-English SA. In addition, the SVM algorithm also provides the best accuracy compared to 
other algorithms.  

 
Table 11. Comparison analysis of machine learning algorithm on preliminary non-English sentiment analysis 

Related work  Algorithms Accuracy 

Arabic Jordanian SA [3] NB 0.5 

SVM 0.66 

Azerbaijani SA [5] NB 0.90 

SVM 0.93 

LR 0.93 

Afaan oromo SA [19] SVM 0.90 

Random Forest 0.89 

Bambara SA [41] SVM 0.71 

LR 0.68 

This work SVM 0.57 

 LR 0.519 

 NB 0.51 

 KNN 0.52 

 

 
 
4. CONCLUSION  

A sentiment analysis study on Karonese has been started in this paper. The basic techniques of 

sentiment analysis have been applied, including data collection, preprocessing, and classifying tweets in the 
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Karo language. On the preliminary issue of the TF-IDF model, machine learning methods such as logistic 
regression, Nave Bayes, SVM, and KNN are used to detect text sentiment. In comparison to other algorithms, 

the SVM method has been proposed to produce better results in experimental experiments, with an a ccuracy 
of 57%, precision of 57.3 percent, recall of 56.4 percent, and F-1 score of 56.8%. Furthermore, the majority of 
the best models were derived from the data composition by comparing the training and testing data in an 80:20 
ratio.. Based on unsatisfactory results, would suggest that preprocessing tweets and methods may need further 
improvement or modification. 
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